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Upcoming
Events
—Thursday 29 March
EYFS Water Festival
Friday 30 March
Primary Water Festival
& Last day of Term 3
Monday 23 April
Term 4 starts
Tuesday 1 May
May Day - School
Closed
Week Commencing
Monday 7 May
Primary Assessment
Week
Monday 14 May
F2 & F3 Learning
Journeys
Tuesday 15 May
Y1 & Y2 Student Led
Conferences
Wednesday 16 May
Y3 & Y4 Student Led
Conferences
Friday 18 May
Y5 & Y6 Student Led
Conferences
Week Commencing
Monday 21 May
Art Week
Tuesday 5 June
F3 Graduation
Friday 8 June
Transition Day
Thursday 14 June
Y6 Graduation
Friday 15 June
Last day of Term 4

Dear Parents,
As we head towards the end of term 3 you will see from the contents of this
newsletter that our Early Years and Primary students have been very busy and
successful. Children have participated in a range of theme weeks including Eco,
Healthy Living, Book and Maths week. The range of activities available to
Network Children is growing year on year and contributing to their academic
and personal development.
Foundation 1 have focused on “The World” as their major theme and
Foundation 2 and 3 had their first ever Sports Days!
In the Primary phase, Year 1 have been to Kandawgyi Lake and Year 2 & 3 have
had their stay Lates with Year 3 dressing up as Egyptians. Year 4 visited the
Shwedagon Pagoda as part of their RE curriculum and Year 5 & 6 experienced a
great camp week at Shwe Pyi and Hpa An respectively.
Teacher Carole and myself thoroughly enjoyed Book week and having a student
from each Primary class read to us in the “I read to the Head” and also the
opportunity to read to all the students in Foundation 2 and 3.
Friday 30th March is the last day of term 3 and I would be grateful if parents
could ensure their child is collected on time at:
• 12:00 Foundation 1
• 14:00 Foundation 2 and 3
• 14:45 Primary
Happy Thingyan!
Yours Sincerely,

Carl Dent
Principal – Network International School

Carole Kyaing
Founder & Director
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Foundation 1
Term 3 has been packed full of fun-filled topics and events. To begin this term, we have learnt
about “The world” with topics based on colours, shapes, insects, fruit and vegetables, the Zoo
and the weather! From these topics, we have learnt through using our senses and to differentiate
between different categories in these topics. We have asked children to bring in fruit from home
for group time activities, done plays and skits learning more about insects and had lots of
sensory activities to touch and feel through play, learning new shapes and colours. All
Foundation classes have chosen a zoo theme for each classroom so children can learn about new
animals and the environment they live in. This term we have also celebrated Chinese New Year
and had activities based around this
festive time of the year. We also had a
professional Lion Dance Company come
in and dance for all of Network
International School children.
We are so excited to finish the term off
with Myanmar Traditional Dancing and
Water play.
Happy Thingyan, from Foundation 1!
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Foundation 2 and 3 Healthy Living Week
This term we celebrated Healthy Living Week and what a
fantastic week we had! During this week all the Foundation 2
and 3 children undertook two challenges “Healthy eating
challenge” at school and “Brush your teeth challenge at home.”
All the children worked really hard to eat all their fruit and
vegetables included in their snack and lunchboxes and brush
their teeth twice a day! Well done everyone. Other highlights of
the week included Zumba day with Teacher Bori, we danced the
morning away in our colourful clothes. The children in
Foundation 2 sampled different fruits and Foundation 3
designed and made their own smoothies! Delicious.

Sports Day
Foundation 2 and 3 had a fantastic time during Sports
Day! The children jumped hurdles, kicked a ball,
weaved in and out of cones and crawled under a
parachute, to name just a few of the skills they
practiced. Everybody tried really hard for their teams
and they all had a great time. Discoverers completed
the most laps and won the Foundation 3 competition
and Butterflies won from Foundation 2.
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Park Life!
Foundation 2’s Visit to People’s Park
The sun was shining, the picnics were packed
and everyone had remembered their hat;
Foundation 2 were ready for a day at the
park. After a fun journey on the bus we went
in search for the perfect picnic spot. We
found a great area with lots of shade and
everyone had so much fun in the fresh air
and open space. The children had a great
time running, jumping, climbing, throwing
and catching, searching for insects and
collecting leaves just to name a few activities.
By the end of an action packed and fun filled
day everyone was ready for home time.

Chinese New Year
Chinese New Year certainly went off with a
bang in foundation! We had a number of themed activities for the
children to take part in throughout the week, from dancing to the
art of writing, role play, learning about the history of the lion
dance and much more. To
complete
the
week
foundation stage watched
the Lion dance live! This
was definitely the highlight
of the week.
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Foundation 2 and 3’s Brilliant Book Week!
We went book crazy for book week! We produced fantastic book themed
doors for our classrooms, enjoyed story-telling with our friends and took
part in lots of story related activities. The highlight of the week was
having our friends from Year 6 to visit. Thank you to all of the lovely guests
who took time to read a variety of different books to us.
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What Have Year 1 Been Up To?
Written By Year 6
Sports Day
The Year 1 children really enjoyed Sports Day. They liked many activities but their favourite was
the running race. Elvis was happy because he got first place in the race. They enjoyed the day
because they enjoy sports and they didn't want it to end.
Book Week
The Peacocks said that they liked reading books, on a scale from 1-10 they rated the week a 10!
Their favourite book is Funnybones. They enjoyed pyjama day and were sad that book week
was over.
Healthy Living Week
The Year 1 children really enjoyed Healthy Living Week and loved the bananas and apples that
they were eating. They had a good time at the Zumba lessons with Tr Bori. They also enjoyed
the fruit sale that Year 5 ran, it was all very tasty!
Kandawgyi Lake Field Trip
Year 1 went to Kandawgyi Lake for their field trip. The Peacocks said that they liked their trip
and enjoyed the games that they played such as Duck, Duck, Goose and Hide & Seek. They
were all really excited.
Assembly
The Peacocks really enjoyed performing their assembly and seeing their parents there, they have
practiced lots! They have worked very hard on their singing and acting. They like singing the
song 'Everything is Changing' and, although their lines were hard, they enjoyed learning them.
Written by PMK, Daris & Kelvin - Year 6 Manta Rays
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Year 2 Stay Late
On Thursday 8th March, Year 2 had their stay late at school. They had loads of exciting
activities to join in with and it was a fantastic success.
Here are some quotes from the children about what they enjoyed:
“My favourite was the Arts and Crafts with Tr Su Latt. We
made book marks using paper and lollypop sticks”. By
Isabella Year 2 Orchids.
“My favourite activity was making healthy fruit salads with
Tr Audrey. I put strawberries, mango, apple, banana and
orange in mine. It was delicious”. By Rebecca Year 2
Sunflowers.
“I liked making Key chains with Tr Nyo Nyo. Mine was in
the shape of a turtle and I put green and purple glitter on it”.
By Madison Year 2 Lotus.
“I think I enjoyed ‘Minute to win it’ the most. I liked trying to
blow the ping pong ball into the target. Tr Soe Soe’s activity
was really wet and fun. Thanks”. By Wira Year 2 Lotus.
“I loved making and eating fresh hotdogs with Tr Si Si. They
tasted fantastic”. By Mark Year 2 Sunflowers.
“It was really fun playing games and having races with
balloons on the roof. It was easy but it was exciting too”. By
Matthew Year 2 Orchids.
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Year 3 Stay Late
On Wednesday 7th March we had our Egyptian stay late. It started at home time, then we played
games, ate scrumptious food and finished at 5pm.
We played fun games like pin the head on the Sphinx, musical statues and follow the leader. The
food was delicious. We ate flat bread and hummus with cucumber. For dessert we ate yoghurt,
water melon and drank blackcurrant squash.
All of year 3 dressed up as Egyptians. Most of us dressed as pharaohs. We played a game in
which we had to dress each other up like mummies from head to toe using toilet paper. It was
lots of fun.
Between games and food, we watched and listened to performances by the year 3 children. We
started out with some jokes, then we played a quiz. We watched some dancers, some singers
and even looked at some wonderful Egyptian art.
We all had a wonderful time at our stay late and really enjoyed ourselves.
By Duvan (Year 3 Jupiter)
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Year 4 Trip to Shwedagon Pagoda
On Thursday 8th March the year 4 classes visited Shwedagon Pagoda to further their
understanding of Buddhism, as part of the ongoing R.E curriculum. It was a very interesting
outing and here are a few reflections of their learning experience from some of the students in
the Protons class.
Reflections of the trip to Shwedagon
Pagoda by Eric
I saw an enormous ancient bell and it
was broken at the lower part. There
were so many people praying and
sitting on the pagoda platform.
Luckily, I saw a big beautiful chair for
monks.
I learned about that the pagoda is 99m
height. In history, Myanmar people
had to bring the gigantic bell to
Yangon which was sent by the king of
Mandalay. In war, it was drowned in
the river by a storm when Italians
tried to take it away.
My highlight is that I watered a
Buddha image and the golden animal
which represents the day I was born.
There is also a standing angel behind
Buddha. I also like the banana bud on
the top of the pagoda and it is made
out of gold and diamonds.
Reflections of the trip to Shwedagon
Pagoda by Chan Myae
I saw gold lions, dragons and angels.
There was also a giant bell and 3D
wood carving on the ceiling. In one of
the rooms I saw pictures of the
Shwedagon pagoda in 18th century. I
saw places where people pray for
which day they are.
I learned that the bell was from
Mandalay and the king brought it
across the sea using a bamboo raft to
carry it.
My highlight is praying at the places where represent the day you’re born.
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Year 5 Report On Eco-Week
This Eco-week I visited year 2 Sunflowers to interview one of the children about Eco-week. I
have collected a bunch of information about what they have done.
Rebecca mentioned that they did not do much on No Paper Day in class and had the same
lessons but on whiteboards. She went to music, played games and sung songs. She also very
much enjoyed the Geckos Assembly (especially the video). Her favourite part about Eco-Week
was that she could wear green. She likes her class eggplant named Eggie and thinks she could
support Eco-Week by buying a plant. She has had a normal experience and is excited for the
next Eco-Week!
By Ella Year 5 Geckos
This week I visited the Year 2 Sunflowers and interviewed a boy named Samuel. He said that he
found Eco-Week fun! For No Paper Day, instead of using books or paper, they used whiteboards,
Youtube and they acted for English. He said that our Assembly was good and he learnt a lesson
that he will use less water and also that the rap was funny!
He said for Mufti Day he enjoyed wearing green clothes because it was comfortable. In his class,
they were creating a city using the recycled stuff they brought from home.
By Alina Year 5 Geckos
We asked some kids their opinion about Eco-Week, their plant and their experience of No Paper
Day. Their plant's name is Eggie and they have almost finished their class project. Their opinion
for no paper day was that it wasn't that hard. They have also been doing lots of things at home
and at school like choosing a class eco-monitor, recycling and learning how to not waste water.
By Adam and Oakkar Year 5 Geckos

This Term in Year 2 Sunflowers
Written by Beter Lin and Prudence from Year 5 Iguanas
They learned about food (they tried food) and learned about multiplication and division. They
have enjoyed learning about food, poetry and advertising islands. In English, they have learnt to
write a poem, made a poster and diaries. They also read some Julia Donaldson books. Their
favourite lessons were maths and English. In maths, they have learnt about fractions,
multiplying, dividing and shapes. Their favourite time of the day is the talent show which they
look forward to every week. The year 2s have had a great term and they’re very excited for the
next!
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Year 5 Camp
The Year 5 camp trip was the first and probably the best camp trip we'll have.
First we left our bags in the bus and went to the restaurant where we had a choice of fried rice or
noodles. After the delicious meal, we got back in the bus and drove over to where our lodges were.
We settled in and chose where to sleep before heading outside for sports on dry land or swan
boats in the lake.
In the afternoon, we started some olympics. We had three challenges before our break for dinner
and then 2 more challenges after. At 9:00 we went to bed.
The next morning, we woke up at 6:30, showered and then we had breakfast and went to the dairy
farm where we tried their delicious, fresh yoghurt. The farm was close to the plant research centre
where we went the day before.
Then we packed up and left…
By Kay Thi, Year 5 Iguanas
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What Have Year 6 Been Up To?
This term in maths we have been learning about algebra; we have been completing algebraic
formula like this one: 2g – r + 5g + 3r = 7g + 2r. We also got to complete the missing numbers
in an algebra pyramid; adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing to solve equations. Along
with formulas we also learnt how to find linear sequences and the nth term which looks like
this:

In English this term we have been learning to write a news report. First we learn how to act as
both the interviewer and an interviewee. After that, we wrote different news articles based on
migration, eco-week and Sports Day. We then got into our news report teams and began to plan
our own news show. We interviewed lots of people and created our news show – it was great!
Written by Khin Myat Noe – Year 6 Manta Rays

Year 6 Camp
On Monday 5th of March, Year 6 headed off to camp. We were really excited to visit the beautiful
Hpa-An! One of the buses went to Bayint Nyi caves and then headed straight to the caves. We
all arrived at our amazing hotel, Thiri
Hpa-An, where everyone was so kind
to us. One of the exciting events on the
trip was Sadan Cave. The cave goes
through a mountain and inside it was
beautiful but very dark. There were
statues and bridges and although it
was a long walk it was worth it. After
the walk through the cave, we reached
a lake which went under the
mountain. We released some fish into
the lake; it was really fun. After we
released the fish, we went on the boat
ride. The boat ride was exciting even
though the boats were shaking. It was
a really fascinating trip and we are all
looking forward to camp next year!
Emma & Jonah - Year 6 Dolphins
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Book Week
On the week of February 19th we had book week which was an absolute blast! There were lots of
fun and amazing activities:
PYJAMA DAY
On pyjama day (the last day of book week), everyone came in with a huge smile due to the fact
that we had to come in our soft and cozy pyjamas. The children were extremely excited to come
in their pyjamas because they were really tired of wearing the school uniform. We really hope
that everyone enjoyed coming to school wearing their pyjamas.

I READ TO THE HEAD
I read to the head is a very brilliant activity where the head teachers ( Tr. Sara, Tr. Gareth , Tr.
Dan, Tr. Carl, Tr. Carole, Tr. Stephen, Tr Esther and the House leaders) came around the classes
and chose a name from the box. Then whoever was chosen would have to read to the head.
Once we had read to the heads, we would have to go and sign the huge board in the hall. We, as
the children, really adored this activity and we also hope that the teachers enjoyed hearing the
lovely voices of the children read.
GUESS WHO’S READING
Posters were stuck up around the school of teachers hiding their faces reading their favourite
books. The children had to guess who each of the teachers were. In this activity, nobody
managed to guess all of them correctly so due to the fact Tr Emily gave the children who got
more than 10 a house point each.
By Tiffany (Year 6 Dolphins)
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BOOK COVERS ON DOORS
All the classrooms had book covers on their doors during book week which the teachers chose.
They all looked fantastic and made the hallways look like a library! We hope you enjoyed seeing
them. Some examples were the 'Hobbit' in Year 5 and 'The Worst Witch' in Year 4.
By Charlie (Year 6 Manta Rays)

STORY SWAP
On the last day of book week there was a story swap. This is where teachers went to different
classrooms to read stories to the children. The children were very excited to have a new teacher
read to their class as this was a rare opportunity. This particular event was spread over Primary
and Foundation stages which meant that there were a lot of teachers involved. For example, Tr
Alice - F2 Butterflies - came to the Year 6 Manta Rays and read to them. It was so interesting and
fun to see how different teachers read different stories - we loved it!
By PMK & Emily (Year 6 Manta Rays)

YEAR 6 READING WITH FOUNDATION 2
AND 3
As part of our book week, the Year 6's had an
opportunity to read with foundation. It was
an amazing experience as all the foundation
children were eager to listen to stories. This
was an exciting activity because it helps both
reading and listening skills. The children
were very attentive and listened to many
different books. In the end, the Year 6's were
very impressed by how well the children
listened and paid attention.
By Aqsa (Year 6 Seals)
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Network Swimming Gala
On the morning of Wednesday 28th February Network hosted our very own Swimming Gala.
BSY and ISY brought students from Year 2 up to Year 6 to compete in some individual races that
ranged from 20m to 80m in distance. The swimming on show from all three schools was at an
exceptionally high standard and there were some extremely close and exciting races. There was
a great atmosphere around the swimming pool and all students that participated had an
amazing time. The following pupils all managed to win at least one individual race: Ben (Year 2
Sunflowers), Luca and Madison (both Year 2 Lotus), Isabella (Year 2 Orchids), Sophie and Eira
(both Year 3 Mars), Coco (Year 3 Venus), Alina (Year 5 Geckos), Kay Thi (Year 5 Iguanas) and
Maeve (Year 6 Dolphins). Ben and Maeve were awarded the standout boy and girl medals.

Moustaches For Movember
Teachers Brad, Stephen Holmes & John from the secondary
school together with Teachers Craig, Stephen Salter & Jamie
from the primary school spent the month of November
growing out their moustaches for "Movember". This event
was to raise awareness and help donate to a fantastic cause
which has effected many of us. Money raised by parents and
students went towards U Hla Tun Hospice Cancer
Foundation. The total amount raised came to 423,300 MMK.
A very big "Thank You" for all those who donated.
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Achievement Awards Certificate Assembly
In January the following students were presented with Network's termly achievement awards
for academic, progress, effort in class and displaying Network Values. It was wonderful to
celebrate the students success and my congratulations goes to all these students.
We also presented the first Bronze House Point certificates of the year to students who have
achieved 50 House Points and I congratulate them on this achievement.
Principal Carl.
Class

Academic Progress

Effort in Class

Network School Values

Eagles

Marianna Valencia

Charlotte Sandra Hlaing

Maxwell Sarangi(Max)

Owls

Aye Karii Khin Tekkali

Elihu Otim (Terry)

Khin Sabal Soe (Clara)

Peacocks

Eaindray Shinn Thant

Kaung Htet Thu Yein (Dennis)

Lut Lat Khit

Lotus

Takeru Taniguchi (Take)

Lim Keumkang (Edward)

Thet Myat Noe Thu (Juan Juan)

Orchids

Mami Tsuneta

Muhammad Ariff Tajul Ariffin(Haikal)

Lin Phyu Phyu Thaw(Yuki)

Sunflowers

Shwe Chel Phu (Rachael Win)

Ben Hatton

Chia Zhi Qian (Chin Chin)

Jupiter
Mars

Isabella Theresa Camacho (Bella)
Khant Thura

Ye Chit Thaw (Ye Ye)
Jar Htun Pan (Grace)

Ye Wint Soe (William)
Sophie Kania

Arda Yuksel

Venus

Eli Chen

Electrons

Dalya Faizal

Shaung Phan

Neutrons

Gabriella Hariadi (Gaby)

Wun Yan Htet (Shin Shin)

Protons

Soraya Sari

Kyaw Zin Thant

Lin Thant Maung

Chameleons

Chit Cho (Izzy)

Angelos Tsouknos

Nurhanis Mohd Maarof (Sofea)

Geckos

Shwe Sin Htet (Cindy)

Hussein Muhammad Hussein (Hussein)

Moe Aung (Sophia)

Iguanas

Muhammad Faris Mohammed Azza

Han Htoo Hset (Morgan)

Saron Mebrahtu

Dolphins

Amber King

Chaw Yadanar(Maryam Shafiq)

Bhone Nay Khant

Manta Rays

Arkar Kaung Htet (Kelvin)

Yang Ai Ru (Kimmi)

Phone Min Khant (PMK)

Seals

Kyaw Latt (George)

Noah Figee

Elilta Mebrahtu

Lynn Lat Amara San (Amara)
Mhou Ye (Richard)
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Year 6 Transition DayAt Secondary
Year 6 Students visited the Secondary campus to participate in their
sports activities ready for their move in August to Year 7!
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Healthy Living Week at The Primary Campus
Primary students had a very fun week for Healthy Living Week. There were a number of activities
that went on including Zumba, Yoga, Climbing, Sports Day with events like sack racing, egg and
spoon, hurdle jumping and many more.

